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Health Transfers: An Application of Health-Health Analysis to Assess Food Safety Regulations

Abstract
The authors apply a Health-Health Analysis to risks associated with harvesting Gulf oysters to evaluate that approach to managing health and safety risks.
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Introduction

Policies designed to lower particular public health risks may unintentionally raise other health risks. Health policy analysts have long recognized this premise. We examine one of the mechanisms through which health risks may rise. A potential Gulf oyster harvesting ban to control fatalities from exposure to *Vibrio vulnificus* illustrates the quantitative comparison of reductions in target risks to adverse health outcomes. We estimate both the number of unintended adverse health outcomes and the distribution of those outcomes throughout the population. We also identify subpopulations by gender and ethnicity and provide a count of induced deaths for each. The illustration shows it is possible to measure both net health benefits and the extent to which public sector health and safety programs transfer risks, and hence health, from one group to another.

Lester Lave argues that analysts could gauge the net health benefits of public intervention using Risk-Risk Analysis, revealing that substitute risks often replace risks public health policies reduce.¹ For example,
treated drinking water with chlorine reduces the incidence of some diseases, but exposure to chlorine raises the risk of cancer.

There is another mechanism through which adverse unintended health outcomes result from public sector efforts to manage health and safety risks. Public sector actions may exert a negative influence on health due to limited resources. As the public sector expands its attempt to manage risks, it may reduce the ability of the private sector to do so because new health and safety programs, like any new public sector programs, will be accompanied by new costs. New regulatory compliance costs or taxes required to finance such programs reduce disposable income of those who incur the costs or bear the taxes. A consequence of reduced income is less ability to privately purchase goods and services, including those that reduce risks and promote health. As individuals take additional risks, additional adverse health outcomes may result.

Randall Lutter and John Morrall describe the small set of regulatory and judicial decisions regarding workplace safety that this logic influences. They argue that analysts can compare a count of fatalities averted by public sector programs with the fatalities induced by regulatory costs. They title the comparison "Health-Health Analysis." When analysts make the comparisons Lutter and Morrall suggest, they are constructing information that a judge can use to determine whether a program is a desirable or undesirable use of public resources. Lutter and Morrall argue that, at a minimum, a program ought to yield more lives saved than lives lost.

Economists take for granted that income influences individual risk choices and thereby influences health. In tallying regulatory costs and benefits, analysts usually know who will bear the costs, and analysts can estimate the cost bearers' income. However, to estimate the number of

---

fatalities a proposed regulation might enduce, analysts need to know how income loss is likely to affect the health of those who will bear regulatory costs. The initial Health-Health Analysis (HHA) applications, as well as the more recent applications to air quality standards, relied on estimates of mortality rates associated with average income levels. These applications are admittedly imprecise; regulatory costs may fall on people whose income is not average. In this article, we illustrate the application of HHA using new estimates of the linkage between income and health for specific subpopulations.

We estimate the number of lives lost by identifying which subpopulations are likely to experience a fall in income and how the health of those groups is likely to react. Ralph Keeney estimates the relationship between income and mortality by demographic category. We use his results to transform increased regulatory costs into increases in premature deaths for different subpopulations. The sum of the subpopulation counts is our estimate of regulation-induced deaths. Unlike previous analyses, our estimate shows that analysts can account for the current distribution of income, the magnitude of income losses, and demographic variables, factors that vary the health loss resulting from income loss.

There is a second benefit to constructing lives lost by subpopulation. Listing the losses shows whose health might be compromised by a government program. That is, the lists show clearly how health is transferred from one subpopulation to another.

Using results from Anderson et al., we estimate mortality effects of a potential oyster harvesting ban to protect consumers from the pathogen Vibrio vulnificus. Their study estimates the income losses derived from several approaches to control fatalities resulting from the consumption of oysters contaminated by Vibrio vulnificus. The bacteria Vibrio vulnificus occurs naturally in estuarine waters and is a normal flora in molluscan shellfish, mainly oysters and clams. Since
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5 See Donald W. Anderson et al., Costs of Restrictions on Gulf Oyster Harvesting for Control of Vibrio vulnificus-Caused Disease (RTI 1996).
1979, *Vibrio vulnificus* has been known to cause food-related illnesses resulting in acute gastroenteritis. Fulminating septicemia and death occurs among those who have preexisting liver disease.\(^6\) Essentially all deaths are attributed to half-shell consumption of "live" oysters harvested from the Gulf of Mexico and tributary waters between April 1 and October 31 each year. Our calculations show net impacts on averted premature deaths if authorities banned Gulf oyster harvesting from April 1 through October 31.

If public health concerns prompts authorities to prohibit the harvest of Gulf oysters from April 1 through October 31 each year, the Gulf region would suffer substantial reductions in economic activity. Not only would harvesters’ incomes diminish, but incomes of individuals employed at processing facilities, transportation companies, and elsewhere in the region’s economy would also diminish. Although a traditional public health approach might motivate a harvesting prohibition to eliminate premature deaths attributed to oyster-related illnesses, this approach alone does not consider the fatalities that such a control measure might cause through income losses. Here, we compare the targeted reduction in fatalities attributed to half-shell consumption to the induced fatalities resulting from income losses.

**Regulation-Induced Fatalities**

Using HHA, analysts recognize that individuals are substantially responsible for managing their risks. Individuals make risk decisions when they choose where to live and work, what kind of transportation to use or buy, and what foods to eat. In effect, each choice a person makes requires choosing their own acceptable level of risk. In each decision, the risk level choice depends, to some degree, on income. When incomes rise, risk decisions change and individuals generally purchase greater assurance of health and safety; when incomes fall, individuals cannot afford greater quantities of risk reduction. Because regulatory policies influence disposable income, policies influence the extent to which individuals can manage the risks they face.

In the private sector, regulatory costs affect businesses in the same way as production costs. In the long run, increases require increased prices. Market adjustments include reduced employment. Rising prices and falling incomes mean individuals less able to avoid risks.

In national or global markets, even small price increases may have measurable risk consequences. Taking only a few dollars of purchasing power does not significantly affect a person's survival risk. Yet, if everyone accepts, e.g., an additional fatality risk of one in a million, across 260 million people we could anticipate 260 induced deaths.\(^7\)

Premature deaths from income losses follow. Education and income strongly indicate health status for both existing health stock and health production through consumption.\(^8\) Following income or job loss, psychological distress is one pathway for reduction in health.\(^9\) The health effects from unemployment or joblessness may include reduced activity and stimulation, and feelings of reduced self-worth. In addition, unemployed workers often lose their health insurance.\(^10\) Many displaced workers remain uninsured, even after re-employment.\(^11\) Without health insurance, individuals may delay medical treatment.

\(^7\) See Kenneth S. Chapman & Govind Hariharan, Do Poor People Have a Stronger Relationship Between Income and Mortality than the Rich? Implications of Panel Data for Health-Health Analysis, 12 J. Risk & Uncertainty 51 (1996).


Control measures that concentrate most of the costs on a small group can create a large change in disposable income. For example, an oyster harvesting ban does not slightly reduce incomes of many people, but it significantly reduces the incomes of a few. The substantial reduction in income that follows job loss obviously affects many pathways of health production through reduced private consumption — housing, nutrition, safety, and medical care.

The number of induced deaths is likely to depend not just on the size of income loss, but also on who bears it. In particular, losses by the poor are more apt to lead to induced mortality than the same losses by the wealthy. As an illustration, suppose that individuals try to reduce risks they face as much as their income allows. The first hazards mitigated are those posing large risks that are inexpensive to address. Last on the list of hazards to be addressed would be those posing relatively small risks that are expensive. Thus, additional income given to a poor person might be used to mitigate a large risk while a wealthy person would have already eliminated that risk. Likewise, a cost imposed on the wealthy might imply a small increase in risk. The same cost imposed on the poor might imply a more substantial risk increase.

Another reason to suspect that health effects will depend on who incurs regulatory costs is that profound differences in risk attitudes exist. Risk perception studies have shown that women are typically much more likely than men to believe environmental and food contaminants are safety hazards. That risk attitudes vary implies differences in willingness to prevent exposure to hazards. That is, the risk-minimizing adjustments individuals make to income losses ought not to be expected to be uniform.

Our example is not an unusual public health problem. At the outset, we know whose risks might be prevented and whose might be induced. Oyster-related deaths are concentrated among adults suffering from cirrhosis or immuno-compromising diseases, while the income losses resulting from a harvesting ban are concentrated in oystering communities. The following calculations demonstrate the possibility of transcending qualitative statements and quantitatively estimating the trade-off between the fatalities induced and prevented.

---

Data

HHA requires three types of information: (1) the estimate of targeted premature deaths averted by the control measure; (2) the functional relation between mortality and income; and (3) the amount of income losses associated with the public health policy. We use the latter two to estimate the induced deaths. We discuss the three types of information below.

Estimated Premature Deaths Averted by the Control Measure

In this application of HHA, the control measure under consideration is a harvesting prohibition to avoid (on average) 17 premature deaths annually attributed to illnesses raw oyster consumption causes. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) based this estimate on regional surveillance data from the Gulf Coast States from 1988 through 1996. The estimate also accounts for illness underreporting. The number of deaths increased over time, but whether this results from more complete reporting or an increase in incidence is unknown. Known deaths were unusually large in 1996, totaling 23. The causes of reported *Vibrio vulnificus* illnesses from 1988 through 1995, not including 1996 data, were as follows: 47% were associated with eating contaminated seafood (96% were raw oysters); 42% were associated with wound infections; and 11% were unknown. The CDC knew the outcomes of 242 of the 302 reported infections. Of these, 36% resulted in death. We assume that 17 premature deaths annually could be averted by an oyster harvesting ban between April 1 and October 31.

Estimated Income-Mortality Tradeoff

Numerous studies offer insights into the relationship between income and mortality using both macroeconomic data and individual health and income records. In Viscusi’s review, the Chapman and Hariharan study yields an estimate closest to the middle of the
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13 Sean Altekruse, CDC epidemiologist, Personal Communication (Aug. 20, 1997).
16 See Kenneth S. Chapman & Govind Hariharan, *Controlling For Causality in 10 Risk: Health, Safety & Environment 315 [Fall 1999]*
range of all studies: one statistical death per $13.3 million income loss (1992 dollars). Their study is based on individual health and income records. Because they account for preexisting health problems, the study is substantially causal, disentangling the impacts of income on health from health impacts on ability to earn income.\textsuperscript{17} The individual records clearly indicate whose behavior is described. The only limitation to their analysis is that their data, while extensive, is necessarily incomplete individual health records. Obviously, no data set will account for all preexisting health problems or for deaths that occurred before sampling began. If Chapman and Hariharan's estimate has any bias, the dollar loss necessary to induce a statistical death may be too high. Thus, HHA estimates of premature deaths based on their study may be too low.

Lutter and Morrall reach similar quantitative conclusions about the relation between income and mortality using cross-section time-series data of income levels and mortality rates for 101 countries.\textsuperscript{18} Their study suggests one statistical death per $9.3 million income loss (1992 dollars). Because the Lutter and Morrall study uses macroeconomic data, their estimate is based on a complete accounting of income and mortality. The use of panel data minimizes the possibility of unspecified variables confounding the measured influences.

The most significant problem raised by basing HHA on either the Lutter-Morrall or the Chapman-Hariharan results is that their statistics reflect aggregate averages.\textsuperscript{19} Averages may conceal distributional effects or may simply misstate induced fatalities when regulations affect individuals who are not average. Keeney analyzes data from the National Longitudinal Mortality Study to estimate the relationship between income and the annual probability of death. He estimates income-mortality relations for white males, black males, white females, and black females. For each subpopulation, he estimates the relationship as a negative exponential function based on the assumption that

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{18} See Lutter & Morrall, supra note 2.
\textsuperscript{19} See id. and Chapman & Hariharan, supra note 7.
\end{footnotesize}
mortality rates fall as income rises, but does so at a diminishing rate. At very high income levels, additions to income no longer reduce the probability of death. The imposed functional form recognizes that the current distribution of income and the distribution of regulatory costs influence mortality probabilities. Keeney accounts for the influence of varying risk preferences and individuals’ varying ability to withstand health insults with estimates distinguished by ethnicity and gender.\(^\text{20}\)

We use Keeney’s estimates to specify the likely induced number of fatalities.\(^\text{21}\) Anderson et al. report income, ethnicity, and gender characteristics of workers within the oyster industry.\(^\text{22}\) In the oyster industry, occupations follow ethnic and gender categories; harvesters are mostly white males and processors are mostly black females. Thus, calculated losses incurred by occupation can be interpreted in demographic terms. That is, we calculate baseline income levels and likely income losses incurred by oyster harvesters and processors. Using the functions Keeney estimates, the income calculations reveal increases in fatalities.\(^\text{23}\)

**Estimated Income Losses**

Anderson et al. developed an economic impact model to estimate income losses in Gulf regions resulting from control options to reduce morbidity and mortality from consuming *Vibrio vulnificus*-contaminated oysters.\(^\text{24}\) The model estimates oyster prices and harvesting levels under alternative control scenarios. With estimates of pre- and post-control oyster prices and harvest levels, we calculated the induced direct income losses borne by oyster fishermen.

Oystering communities generally are located in areas with few employment alternatives. Many communities are in remote areas, such as southern Louisiana. Others are in areas with strict zoning protections for wildlife and water sources that restrict commercial development, such as the Florida panhandle. These communities already face economic difficulties that limit re-employment opportunities. Labor market studies show that workers may suffer permanent income losses

\(^{20}\) See Keeney, *supra* note 4.

\(^{21}\) See *id.*

\(^{22}\) See Anderson et al., *supra* note 5.

\(^{23}\) See Keeney, *supra* note 4.

\(^{24}\) See Anderson et al., *supra* note 5.
following job loss, and some workers may remain jobless for many years. But, eventually, displaced workers find other employment, even after a period of unemployment and changing occupations. We calculate losses assuming workers would leave oystering if their earnings fell below minimum wage earnings. Thus, losses are the difference between earnings from oystering and minimum wage. In effect, we assume workers are immediately reemployed at minimum wage.

When an outside influence diminishes a region’s income, there are additional ripple effects in the region as other economic activities slow in response. In this case, the influence is a constraint on an economic activity, oyster harvesting. Related industries, such as oyster processing and refrigerated transportation, are especially affected. When a control measure is expected to affect a particular locale, regional input-output multiplier models are typically employed to determine the indirect impacts on that region. Using county-level oyster harvest data from each Gulf state, Anderson et al. identified where oyster harvesting is concentrated. They selected four combinations of Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) areas that include these major oyster-producing counties to construct four Gulf oyster regions. For each of the four regions, they incorporated the Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II) multipliers from the U.S. Department of Commerce in the model. Then, the economic impact and input-output multiplier models were used together to estimate the total income losses.


27 See Anderson et al., *supra* note 5.
Estimated Health Transfers

With a harvesting ban, Gulf oyster-related *Vibrio vulnificus* mortality may be reduced. These benefits would be distributed to the extent harvesters distribute and the public consumes Gulf oysters across the U.S., but would be concentrated within an identified “at-risk” population with existing medical risks, including liver disease and immuno-compromising illnesses. The costs of an oyster-harvesting ban would be concentrated in the Gulf oystering communities. The income losses and induced premature mortality would vary for each occupational group.

Table 1 shows the income losses estimated by Anderson et al. and the expected induced mortality trade-offs by occupation. After adjusting the compliance costs and wage estimates to 1991 dollars, consistent with Keeney, we evaluate the expected mortality trade-offs in the Gulf states by occupation. The total estimated induced mortalities from all income losses lies in a range between eight and twelve deaths. This can be compared to the estimated 17 oyster-related deaths that the harvesting ban would target to reduce.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Harvesters</th>
<th>Processors</th>
<th>All Other</th>
<th>Gulfwide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Income Losses</strong></td>
<td>$16.9 M</td>
<td>$13.0 M</td>
<td>$25.2 M</td>
<td>$55.1 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income Loss Per Worker</strong></td>
<td>$15,339</td>
<td>$9,857</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mortality Rate Increase</strong></td>
<td>$2.82 x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>$2.13 x 10^{-3}</td>
<td>$2.4 x 10^{-7} - 7.3 x 10^{-8}</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated Income-Mortality Trade-off</strong></td>
<td>$5.4 M</td>
<td>$4.6 M</td>
<td>$4.2 - 13.7 M</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Induced Mortality Estimate</strong></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.9 - 6.0</td>
<td>8 - 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first row of Table 1 shows harvesters would lose approximately $17 million annually and processors would lose $13 million. Based on the Gulf states’ interviews conducted by Anderson et al., absent the ban, harvester’s average annual income is $29,655 (in 1995 dollars), and processing workers average $20,000. A seven-month harvesting ban
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28 See *id.*
29 See Keeney, [*supra* note 4].

10 Risk: Health, Safety & Environment 315 [Fall 1999]
would reduce harvester income by about $17,200, and processor income by about $11,600. Based on Keeney's model and parameter estimates for these two gender/ethnicity subpopulations, the annual mortality probability would increase by 0.00282 for harvesters, and by 0.00213 for processors as shown in Row 3 of Table 1. Row 4 shows that an induced income loss of $5.4 million for harvesters would result in one statistical fatality, and a loss of $4.6 million for processors would result in one statistical fatality.

Column 3 of Table 1 indicates the income loss borne by workers of other indirectly affected occupations. Income losses affect suppliers to the oyster industry and lost purchasing power of consumers. Local economies experience reductions in economic activity. For this illustration, we assume that the average 1995 income for all occupations is $20,970 ($18,747 adjusted to 1991 dollars) for the southeastern U.S. We assume the losses are spread uniformly across the approximately 20 million employed persons in the five Gulf states, with members of each of the four subpopulations incurring the same dollar cost. Thus, we derive four estimates of risk increases. As shown in Row 5 of Table 1, evaluating the incremental mortality risk for all four gender/ethnicity subpopulations results in a range of 1.9 – 6.0 induced statistical fatalities for all other occupations.

If we use the mean income-average mortality estimate from Lutter and Morrall and Chapman and Hariharan, instead of Keeney's estimates, 4.5 premature fatalities are estimated in the Gulf states. However, many analysts argue that we should expect a greater-than-average mortality response within a low-income group. The 4.5 fatality result must be biased downward as negative impacts accrue to identifiable oystering communities. We follow Keeney's analysis that accounts for income, gender, and ethnicity differences. Using Keeney's
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30 See Anderson et al., supra note 5.
31 See Keeney, supra note 4.
34 See Lutter & Morrall, supra note 2; Chapman & Hariharan, supra note 7 and Keeney, supra note 4. We use the mid-point of $12.2 million of the range from $10 to $14.4 million [1995 dollars].
35 See Lutter & Morral, supra note 2 and Chapman & Hariharan, supra note 7.
functions may understate the number of induced deaths as the functions do not account for impacts on dependents of harvesters and processors.

**Policy Guidance HHA Offers**

This application shows the diminishing health of those incurring regulatory compliance costs, by enacting a harvesting ban. Our results suggest that while a seven-month oyster harvesting ban may avert approximately 17 Gulf oyster-related premature deaths, the income losses that would accompany the ban would induce as many as 12 deaths. In effect, health is transferred from individuals in oyster communities to medically at-risk oyster consumers.

Under conventional cost-benefit analysis, analysts calculate net benefits (dollar benefits $-$ dollar costs) and thereby rank diverse types of health and safety programs. Positive net benefits (benefits $-$ costs) indicate that a program is a desirable use of public resources, using the benefit-cost paradigm. Alternatively, one could calculate net benefits using HHA (net lives saved $=$ lives saved $-$ lives lost) and use that number to rank programs and decide which are desirable. For example, a policy that prevents 17 deaths and induces 8 to 12 deaths is inferior to one that prevents 15 deaths but induces only two deaths. Either policy is superior to one that prevents 20 deaths but induces 18.

There are conditions sufficient for this latter notion of net benefits to yield policy guidance that is qualitatively similar to guidance from conventional cost-benefit analyses. Examination of those conditions is worthwhile because they show HHA shares some characteristics with conventional cost-benefit analysis, but offers a unique perspective on the value of public health and safety programs.

Four conditions are sufficient to use HHA to rank programs and to show which programs are worthwhile (offering positive net benefits):

- There is a market failure.
- All deaths count the same.
- Discounting makes present and future benefits and costs comparable.
- Decision makers' only concern is lives — lives lost and lives saved.
Market failure — With both conventional cost-benefit analysis and HHA, positive net benefits of a program exist only if markets have failed. There must be some institutional or informational problem preventing consumers from mitigating a hazard they consider worth addressing (or, would consider worth addressing if they were fully aware of the hazard). Without a compelling argument that markets fail to satisfy consumers' demands for risk reduction, there is no argument for a corrective public action. Whether analysts calculate net benefits using conventional cost-benefit analysis or HHA is irrelevant if there is no demand for a government remedy. In our example, we implicitly assume that consumers are unaware of the risk from *Vibrio vulnificus*. Of course, at least some oyster consumers are aware of the risks as restaurant menus in the Gulf states carry notices about risks. If consumers are aware of the risk and voluntarily accept it, say, because they enjoy raw oysters more than they fear *Vibrio vulnificus*, or because they enjoy risk taking, then there is no market failure.

All deaths count the same — While few are troubled when cost-benefit analyses count dollar benefits just like dollar costs, it is less clear that regulatory decision makers are willing to count lives saved just like lives lost. Graham and Segui-Gomez provide a stark perspective on the importance of policy-induced deaths. In discussing the actuarial evidence of the benefits of passenger-side airbags, they state that a 5:1 ratio of deaths averted to deaths induced is unacceptable:

> Overall, the best estimates are that for every five lives saved by front-right passenger airbags, a life (usually a child) is lost. We are aware of no precedent in the history of preventive medicine where a mandatory measure was sustained with such a poor ratio of lifesaving benefit to fatal risk.

In contrast, a benefit-cost ratio of five, measured in dollars, would say that every dollar spent by the public sector would return $5 in benefits. It would be difficult to argue against carrying out program with a benefit-cost ratio that high.

Net benefits calculations draw attention to distributional issues when lives are the unit of account. Like airbags, *Vibrio vulnificus* also

highlights distributional issues. Lives saved by a harvesting ban would be, for the most part, the immune-compromised. Lives lost would include some oyster workers. When dollars are the unit of account, economists usually assume dollars offer the same utility to all. Under this assumption, a finding that dollar-denominated net benefits are positive implies a project is worthwhile from a utility maximizing perspective. If, instead of lives, years of life were the unit of account, HHA could offer similarly straightforward policy guidance, on the assumption that all years of life are equally valuable.

Discounting makes present and future benefits and costs comparable — When calculating dollar-denominated costs and benefits, analysts discount future dollars to present value terms, as if all benefits and costs were incurred immediately. This is necessary because program costs are often incurred before health benefits are realized. The calculation reflects consumers' opportunities as they can readily borrow or loan money, transforming expenses and earnings into current dollars. This calculation gives less weight in decision making to future benefits and costs than to current benefits and costs.

Denominating costs and benefits in lives rather than dollars does not eliminate the problem that costs and benefits accrue at different times. From an HHA perspective, lives lost ought to be expected to fall over time because negative impacts on income will fall; eventually, most individuals who lose jobs will find new jobs. Thus, interventions for which lives lost initially exceed lives saved may reverse over time. Net benefits could not be determined to be either positive or negative without addressing the discount question in these cases. Analysts could apply discounting factors to future lives. However, the calculation requires deciding whether lives saved today are equivalent to lives saved in the future.

Decision makers' only concern is lives — lives lost and lives saved — Lives can be counted in a straightforward way. So far, HHA applications have focused on mortality without explicitly including morbidity. Although some target risk morbidity information may be available, no comparable morbidity and income studies are available. Without this latter linkage, the net public health profile is incomplete. However, even with a complete public health profile, HHA would still be a weaker test than dollar-denominated cost-benefit analysis. The
bottom-line costs that are relevant for HHA are the induced adverse health consequences. These are realized because individuals contract spending on risk reducing activities when they face higher taxes and new regulatory compliance costs. But, as individuals spend only a portion of their income on risk reduction, HHA neglects the negative impacts of dollar losses on all other activities. In effect, programs that HHA indicates are worthwhile could be quite different from programs that pass a dollar-denominated cost-benefit test.

Nevertheless, net lives saved could be used as a measure of net benefits. Calculating net lives saved, analysts could rank diverse health and safety programs, determining which are worthwhile. However, the four conditions that must be satisfied for net lives saved to function in this manner are controversial, and unlikely to be universally accepted. HHA may be of practical significance even when the conditions are not met. Usually, choices involve only the fate of a specific program. HHA provides unique information to these decisions. When programs single out specific subpopulations for special protection, HHA provides a view of the opportunity costs of programs that conventional cost-benefit analysis cannot. HHA reminds program advocates that there are real lives at stake, and not just dollars.

Like any risk assessment or cost-benefit analysis, HHA calculations will usually entail significant uncertainty. The primary uncertainty in our example is the predicted loss of lives from decreased income, which is difficult to measure even after decisions are made. Predicted deaths are too small in number to show up in mortality rate statistics. The exact cause of induced deaths is necessarily undetermined. The decreased death rate from reducing the supply of oysters from the Gulf is less uncertain than the induced death calculation, although the average deaths we have reported contains a considerable amount of variability. A more precise measure of income loss to harvesters, or to related industries could make a major change in our net lives saved calculation, possibly making the positive number negative. Similarly, a more precise estimate of the relation between income and mortality rates could have a major impact on net lives saved. However, these uncertainties are no larger than is typical of most risk assessments or conventional cost-benefit analyses.
Conclusion

Historically, regulatory agencies have interpreted many human health and safety laws to require that hazards be considered individually, without consideration of countervailing risks.\textsuperscript{37} Legal interpretation guides risk assessment for these hazards, and quantifies only the risk of individual activities or compounds. Decisions following these risk assessments are almost universally concerned with minimizing only the target risk. Recent regulatory reform efforts attempt to promote more cost-effective policies and a greater variety of policy analyses, including the effect of regulatory expenditures on income and mortality.\textsuperscript{38}

The traditional public health approach that focuses on target risks and runs through most law/risk assessment decision criteria serves to improve public health, particularly for risks with minimal uncertainty. The federal government’s successful reduction of large quantities of lead in the environment illustrates this approach. However, many small risks now face diminishing marginal returns to expenditures to reduce them.\textsuperscript{39} When the public sector attempts to control risks for which the cost per target life saved is very high, the reduction in the target risk may not be greater than the increase in the unintended risk.

HHA shares some characteristics with Risk-Risk Analysis. Both presume a social goal of minimizing adverse health outcomes. Both recognize that intervention may have undesirable and unintended consequences. The difference lies in the source each analytical method examines for undesirable and unintended consequences. Risk-Risk Analysis examines how fulfilling government mandates for risk reduction is itself risky. HHA instead examines how diminishing individuals’ incomes and opportunities to care for themselves influence the risks they bear. As a practical matter, our example reveals that


undesirable and unintended consequences may offset the desirable and intended consequences. In our example, 17 premature deaths caused by ingestion of *Vibrio vulnificus* must be compared with eight to twelve deaths caused by income loss.

Potentially, HHA may point to risk trade-offs that Risk-Risk Analysis cannot identify. When a government regulation calls a halt to the use of a substance, activity, or production method and no feasible replacement exists, Risk-Risk Analysis will not identify adverse health outcomes, even if income levels fall. HHA can help to ensure that risk managers internalize the public health costs of their decisions, particularly in cases with large per-capita costs.